CHINU'S STORY
Once upon a time, a Chongqing dog was being chased by animal
catchers through a bustling city, carrying her young pup by the grip of
her teeth. She soon approached a river and saw a log floating in the
reeds. She knew this was her only chance to save her innocent puppy
from the dog catchers, so she placed him on the log and nudged it out
into the stream.
The log drifted down the winding river all night long until it came to a
stop at a riverbank. A chilli farmer was fishing when he spotted the
shivering puppy still desperately clinging on. He dropped his fishing rod
and hurried over to him. He couldn’t believe what he was seeing, as this
was not the first time this had happened (A Shiba Inu had washed up on
these riverbanks long before).
He decided to take the Chongqing puppy back to his chilli farm. The
farmer and his wife wrapped him up in a warm blanket and fed him meat
from their table, and soon he was fast asleep. As they watched this lost,
beautiful puppy slowly recovering from his long journey, they
wondered what to name him. Suddenly, the farmer said, “I know! We will
call him CHINU.” And as if he knew, Chinu opened one eye, looked at the
farmer, and fell back asleep.
As the years passed on the chilli farm, Chinu became a prominent
member of the family, helping the farmer with his work in the fields and
guarding the farm alongside his best friend Shiba Inu. As he became
bigger and stronger, Chinu also grew a strange love for chillis. He would
eat so many that one day, the farmer noticed that Chinu was starting
develop a blinding red glow.

And this is how the story of Chinu began....❤
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CHINU NFTS
Chinu will release some of the most amazing NFTs. Which will be able to
mint on our own in-house dapp then Chinu NFT holders will be able to
buy/auction/sell their Chinu NFTs on Opensea. A % of the royalties from
the NFTs will be split between chosen charities and also be used to
buyback and burn Chinu Tokens making the total supply rarer by the
day.

CHINU CHILLI SAUCE
With Chinu being brought up on a chilli farm. We’ve decided to create a
chilli sauce which will be able to purchase from anywhere in the world
and maybe one day beyond... A percentage of the profits from Chinu’s
Chilli Sauce will be split between chosen charities and used to buyback
and burn Chinu tokens making the total supply rarer by the day.

CHINU COMICS
Limited Edition Digital Comics of our beloved Chinu will embark you on
a journey of his life and his adventures. There will be different episodes
launching over time and will be available to purchase as an NFT. A % of
the royalties from the Digital Comics will be split between chosen
charities and also be used to buyback and burn Chinu Tokens making
the total supply rarer by the day, benefiting Holders.
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CHINU DRIP
A merchandise store for $Chinu holders to proudly support their
favorite meme in the real world. Expect clothing, accessories and more
plus collaborations with international artists and brands. A % of the
profits from Chinu Drip will be split between a chosen charities and
also be used to buyback and burn Chinu Tokens making the total supply
rarer by the day.

CHINU CHILLI CATCH - PLAY TO EARN GAME
An online game in which you can play as Chinu through different maps
eating Chillis to earn points. The more Chillis you eat the more points
you will earn. The best players will receive weekly rewards in
Ethereum.
CHINU WALLET
With Chinu being known for his excellent guarding abilities, there will
be a Chinu wallet where users can track their Chinu wallet balance,
coin valuation, and more, securely and safely.
CHINU STAKING
Staking is a way to put your crypto to work and earn rewards. Who
needs those low gimmicky reflections when you can stake your Chinu
to Earn Chinu with high Apy with our own Chinu Staking Platform.

TOKENOMICS

4% Marketing
The marketing tax will enable us to fund our global marketing and spread
Chinu to the four corners across the world
4% Team & Development
This tax will be used to pay for core team, staff wages, expenses and
further funding for future development of Chinu.
Note - The core team have not been allocated any team tokens.

2% Buyback
This is to build up the staking wallet so that once our
staking platform is released we can provide higher APY
right from the start to our loyal investors.
2% LP
This is set to maintain a healthy Liquidity Pool
so that no major Buy/Sell can effect the chart .
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(1) Vested private sale investors will have 5.63% tokens airdropped to them every week for 4 weeks.
Note - An agreement has been made with all private investors whereby if they sell above the agreed amount of
tokens, they will be blacklisted from receiving future airdrops of their remaining allocation.
All tokens from any blacklisted private investors will be burned

